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Energy recovery devices in Seawater Reverse Osmosis Systems (SWRO) reduce energy consumption and may
facilitate the large-scale deployment of desalination systems. In this paper, a Rotary Vane Energy Recovery
Device (RVERD) is analysed and optimised by aiming at weakening cavitation and improving the volumetric
performance of the machine. An innovative analytical methodology based on user defined nodal displacement is
proposed to address the need to discretise the rotating and deforming computational domain of double-acting
vane machines. The generated grids are interfaced with the ANSYS FLUENT solver for multi-phase computa
tional fluid dynamics simulations. The flow topology is analysed to reveal the flow and cavitation features
especially in the blade tip regions. A port optimisation is then carried out followed by a sensitivity analysis on the
design parameters to improve RVERD performance. The results show that delaying the discharge angle at the
high-pressure outlet port by 3◦ and an optimal port to stator length ratio of 70% helped to prevent backflows and
eliminate torque peaks. The sensitivity analysis has identified the rotational speed and the blade tip clearance as
the two most influential factors affecting cavitation and, in turn, the volumetric efficiency of the machine. With
respect to the baseline design configuration, at the optimal rotational speed of 1000 RPM and with a tip clearance
gap of 50 μm, the volume-averaged vapour volume fraction in the core decreased from 20.6 × 10− 3 to 0.6 × 10− 3
while the volumetric efficiency increased from 85.7% to 91.6%. The axial clearance gap of 70 μm contributed to
2.9% of the volumetric losses.

1. Introduction
Rotary vane machines are widely employed as compressors [1,2],
pumps [3,4], as well as expanders. This operational flexibility is owing
to their simple geometry, low manufacturing complexity, compactness
and competitive performance [5]. Among the energy recovery applica
tions as expanders, vane machines have been developed for refrigeration
[6,7], Organic Rankine Cycles [8,9] and as Energy Recovery Devices
(ERDs) in Seawater Reverse Osmosis (SWRO) desalination systems
[10,11]. In the latter case, the combination of ERDs with improved
Reverse Osmosis (RO) membranes and high-efficiency pumps decreases
the specific energy consumption of the SWRO system from 20 to 2 kWh/
m3 [12,13]. The upscaling and deployment of Rotary Vane Energy Re
covery Devices (RVERDs) in SWRO applications is, however, con
strained by the occurrence of cavitation between the stator surface and
the blade tip. Cavitation may lead to vibrations, noise and surface

erosion and can further lower the volumetric efficiency [14], which may
cause failures of the energy recovery.
The state of the art on sliding vane technology encompasses theo
retical and experimental investigations. As concerns the theoretical
aspect, zero or one-dimensional formulations have been primarily
employed. Al-Hawaj [15] developed a thermodynamic model to analyse
the leakage effects between adjacent cells in a double-acting vane
compressor. Bianchi et al. [16] presented a one-dimensional model of a
vane pump in the commercial software GT-SUITE, incorporating friction
and leakage losses. Ye et al. [17] developed a theoretical model to
calculate and analyse the energy recovery efficiency of a RVERD based
on friction losses. Wang et al. [18] designed a novel vacuum pump with
three chambers to improve suction volume. Battarra et al. [19,20]
analysed the blade-stator kinematics in a vane pump and calculated its
theoretical flow rate. Fatigati et al. [21] evaluated the dual-intake
technology to enhance the operability and the performance of vane
expanders, indicating that the dual intake port helped to decrease the
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Nomenclature
Symbols

α
β
γ
δ
θ

η
µ

ρ

Bu
C
E
F
L
ṁ
n
N
p
Q
Ra
R
Rmax
Rmin
t
T
Th
x
u

Volume fraction [-]
Eccentric angle [◦ ]
Delayed discharge angle at HP outlet [◦ ]
Kronecker delta function [-]
Rotational angle [◦ ]
Efficiency [-]
Dynamic viscosity [Pa⋅s]
Density [kg/m3]
Bulk elasticity modulus of liquid [Pa]
Clearance [µm]
Density exponent of liquid [-]
Coefficient [-]
Rotor length [mm]
Mass transfer rate [kg/s]
Rotational speed [RPM]
Bubble number per unit volume [-]
Pressure [Pa]
Mass flow rate [kg/s]
Port to stator length ratio [-]
Radius [mm]
Stator major radius [mm]
Stator minor radius [mm]
Time [s]
Temperature [℃]
Thickness [mm]
Cartesian coordinate [m]
Velocity [m/s]

Subscripts
0
Reference state
axi
Axial

friction losses. They also investigated the internal leakages inside the
vane expander [22], which showed that leakages mainly occurred at the
blade tips and sides. Vodicka et al. [23] studied the friction, leakage and
heat balance of a vane expander, demonstrating that the radial clearance
had the greatest influences on the expander performance. Gu et al. [1]
conducted dynamic analysis on a novel vane compressor with a rotating
cylinder, indicating that the friction loss at the blade tips and between
rotor and cylinder can be reduced compared to the traditional com
pressors. The theoretical approach undoubtedly reduces the computa
tional cost, but it may not wholly reflect the real complexity of the
machine. Experimental research works on vane machines provided
validation benchmarks [24,25], and allowed researchers to assess the
performance of vane machines [26,27] and their systems [28,29]. The
key drawback of experimental methodologies for positive displacement
machines, including vane ones, is the low spatial resolution. To over
come this aspect, Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) methods are being
developed [30] for visualization experimental research.
The numerical simulation for research and design of vane machines
was a breakthrough in this scientific field since it allowed researchers to
resolve complex flow topologies and to gain insights towards optimised
configurations. The main challenge for Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD) studies on vane machines is the representation of the moving and
deforming computational domain enclosed between stator, rotor and
blades [31]. Limited CFD research is available on rotary vane machines;
most of them relied on commercial meshing software. Montenegro et al.
[32] simulated a vane expander with an elliptic stator in Organic
Rankine Cycles with R245fa as working fluid. To reduce the simulation
time, a Darcy-Forchheimer type source term was introduced to modify

b
bla
con
h
hp-in
hp-out
i, j, k
l
l0
loc
lp-in
lp-out
m
nuc
rot
sat
t
tip
v
vap
+
—

Bubble
Blade
Condensation
Hydraulic
High-pressure brine inlet
High-pressure seawater outlet
The component in the i, j, k direction
Liquid
Liquid at reference state
Local fluid
Low-pressure seawater inlet
Low-pressure brine outlet
Mixture
Nucleation
Rotor
Saturation
Turbulent
Blade tip
Vapour
Vaporisation
Source term
Sink term

Acronyms
CFD
ERD
HP
LP
PIV
RO
RVERD
SWRO
UDF
UDND

Computational Fluid Dynamics
Energy Recovery Device
High-Pressure
Low-Pressure
Particle Image Velocimetry
Reverse Osmosis
Rotary Vane Energy Recovery Device
Seawater Reverse Osmosis
User Defined Function
User Defined Nodal Displacement

the momentum equation in the tiny blade tip clearance gap. Kolasiński
and Błasiak [33] carried out numerical and experimental research on a
vane expander in a micro Organic Rankine Cycle. In the numerical
modelling, to avoid the negative volumes in the computational grids,
they modified the geometry by reducing the blade thickness and
increasing the blade tip clearance. Bianchi et al. [34] proposed an
analytical grid generation approach based on the User Defined Nodal
Displacement (UDND) for vane machines, which relied on algebraic
algorithms with transfinite interpolation, post orthogonalisation and
smoothing for internal nodes distribution. This method, only available
for single-acting vane machines, was employed to evaluate the potential
of the supercharging technology for increasing the power output of vane
expanders for waste heat to power conversion applications [35]. Gu
et al. [1,36] performed numerical investigations on a novel vane
compressor with a rotating cylinder. They found that increasing pressure
ratio would increase the outlet temperature, decrease the mass flow rate,
volumetric and isentropic efficiency [1]. The outlet port configurations
also had vital effects on the compressor performance. The coverage
angles had greater effects on the compressor performance than the
central position angle [36].
While the above CFD investigations all focused on the single-phase
flow in vane machines, few researchers took cavitation into account to
study two-phase flow characteristics. Zhang and Xu [37] studied a vane
oil pump using the Star-CD solver and identified the impacts of blade tip
radius on cavitation. Due to the grid deformation, the space conserva
tion law developed by Demirdžić and Perić [38] needed to be satisfied
with other conservation equations. They found that a smaller blade tip
radius enhanced cavitation and slightly increased the mass flow rate.
2
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Fig. 1. Schematic of a SWRO desalination system equipped with a RVERD.
Table 1
Operational parameters (reference state).
Quantity

Value

Unit

Rotational speed/n
Temperature/T
HP inlet pressure/php-in
LP outlet pressure/plp-out
LP inlet pressure/plp-in
HP outlet pressure/php-out

1000
25
6.0
0.3
0.3
5.7

RPM
℃
MPa
MPa
MPa
MPa

Fig. 2. The RVERD with ports angles.

two streams. One stream is pressurized by a RVERD and a booster pump
successively, while the other one is pressurized by a High-Pressure (HP)
pump. The two streams merge to feed the RO membrane. Finally, water
leaves the SWRO process as permeate from the RO membranes, and the
brine stream discharges from the system after depressurization. Within
the RVERD, the pressure energy is transferred by the rotor and blades
from the brine stream to the seawater stream. The reference operating
conditions of the SWRO plant are listed in Table 1 and used as boundary
conditions for the rest of the study.
Even though the use of ERDs help to reduce the carbon footprint of
the desalination plant, these machines have a marginal impact on the
product ratio, defined as the ratio of the fresh water mass flow rate to the
total seawater stream mass flow rate. In fact, a study on 70 desalination
plants [12] concluded that the product ratio, ranging from 35% to 60%,
is influenced by the membrane performance, the osmotic pressure and
the RO configuration.
Turbines were employed in the first ERD applications. Francis tur
bines were the earliest, followed by Pelton turbines. The turbine-type
ERD is not quite efficient due to the double energy conversion, where
hydraulic energy in the brine is converted to mechanical energy to rotate
the shaft, and converted again to hydraulic energy in the seawater [41].
To further improve energy efficiency, isobaric ERDs, such as dual work
exchangers or rotary pressure exchangers, were adopted. However, they
can slightly increase seawater salinity during the energy recovery pro
cess due to the direct contact between brine and seawater streams [42].
The RVERD was proposed as a promising technology for SWRO ap
plications since it showed higher efficiency than turbine ERDs and lower
mixing than isobaric ERDs [10]. Past research has shown that the use of
RVERDs decreased the specific energy consumption of the desalination
plant by 55.4%. From a functional perspective, the RVERD is a positive
displacement machine composed of a stator, a rotor and multiple blades.
Fig. 2 displays the schematic of a four-blade RVERD. Unlike the con
ventional double-acting vane machines, the RVERD operates with two
different working fluids, namely brine and seawater. Therefore, the in
terfaces between the machine and the SWRO plant occur through four
different ports: High-Pressure (HP) brine inlet port, Low-Pressure (LP)
brine outlet port, LP seawater inlet port and HP seawater outlet port.

Lobsinger et al. [39] carried out two-dimensional CFD research on a
double-acting vane oil pump. The rotor mesh was generated by the
TwinMesh software. The cavitation and leakage characteristics, as well
as the volumetric efficiency, were studied. However, the axial clearance
gaps could not be considered in this two-dimensional case. In an earlier
work by the authors of [40], the cavitation characteristics in a RVERD
were simulated by ANSYS FLUENT with a User Defined Function (UDF)
to control the blade movement. Cavitation would occur in the blade tip
clearance, the downstream area of the rotational blade, and the blade
slot bottom area. However, the unstructured mesh used for simulations
had a disadvantage of a small number of grids (sometimes even one layer
of the grid) in the blade tip clearance gap, which may result in inaccu
rate simulation results. The value of the blade tip clearance gap, 200 µm,
was also too large and far away from the real condition.
The current research overcomes the limitations of the state of the art
by proposing a novel grid generation methodology that is fully cus
tomisable and applicable to both commercial and open source CFD
solvers. The analytical approach which underpins the grid generation
allows authors to investigate conventional and innovative rotary vane
machine geometries, such as the double-acting RVERD one which
cannot be handled by the existing UDND grid generation methods.
Furthermore, the parametric nature of the approach allows authors to
optimise the grid quality to comply with the strict numerical re
quirements of multi-phase simulations. From an application perspective,
the investigation of RVERD flow topology improved the knowledge on
the operation of these machines and provided guidelines and insights for
the design of double-acting vane machinery for SWRO desalination
systems.
2. Case study
Energy Recovery Devices (ERDs) are vital components of the
Seawater Reverse Osmosis (SWRO) desalination systems since they help
to reduce the overall energy consumption of the desalination plant [12].
The scheme in Fig. 1 shows a typical SWRO plant with ERD. The brine
rejected by the RO membrane flows into a RVERD and drives its rota
tion. The seawater supplied by a seawater supply pump is divided into
3
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Fig. 3. Geometrical parameters of the RVERD.
Fig. 5. Computational grid of rotor and port fluid domains.
Table 2
Geometrical parameters (reference state).

3. Numerical methodology

Quantity

Value

Unit

Stator minor radius/Rmin
Stator major radius/Rmax
Rotor radius/Rrot
Rotor axial length/Laxi
Blade thickness/Thbla
Blade tip radius/Rtip
Blade tip clearance/Ctip
Axial end face clearance/Caxi
Blade eccentric angle/βbla
Blade tip eccentric angle/βtip
Delayed discharge angle at HP outlet/γ
Port to stator length ratio/Ra

70.00
85.00
69.95
128.00
10.00
15.00
50
0
0
0
3
70

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
µm
µm

3.1. Geometry of the vane machine
The reference geometrical parameters of the RVERD are shown in
Fig. 3 and listed in Table 2. Among them, a key assumption of the pro
posed methodology is the constant value for the clearance gap between
the stator and the blade tip. This gap was selected as 50 µm based on
previous studies, which analysed vane machines of similar overall di
mensions [37,39].

◦
◦
◦

3.2. Deforming grid generation of the vane

%

An essential step for CFD simulations in rotary vane machines is to
develop algorithms for discretizing the deforming rotor fluid domain. In
this work, a new analytical grid generation methodology has been
developed based on a UDND approach. Computational node locations at
each time step are externally calculated by MATLAB routines developed
by the authors. This grid generation is the most crucial step for the
simulation and it is executed before the CFD calculations. The method
was successfully applied in Ref. [34] for circular-housing and singleacting vane compressors and expanders. However, it was not imple
mented for non-circular or double-acting vane machines. Hence, a new
user code is developed and implemented for this work. Fig. 4 shows the
workflow of the analytical grid generation algorithm proposed for
general vane machines without limitations of the stator housing
topology.
As shown in Fig. 4, the parameters for geometry generation,
boundary distribution and node distribution are prescribed at the onset.
Generation and discretisation of the inner and outer boundaries of the
rotor profile are then performed to define the rotor domain. The next
step is the mapping process between the inner and outer boundary
nodes. After that, all mapping lines are respectively divided into equi
distant radial divisions for interior node distribution, leading to an “O”
structure for the rotor mesh which helps to avoid inaccuracies in the
non-matching mesh connection between the core and the blade tip re
gions [34]. It should be noted that when the blade slides inside the rotor,
the core region topology is no longer rectangular. Therefore, a small
geometrical simplification must be introduced to convert the blade side
wall into a short segment on the rotor surface, which helps to generate
an “O” grid in the rotor fluid domain at every angular position. This
geometrical simplification of the blade side wall does not affect leakage
flow as the tip clearance gap does not change. After the two-dimensional
mesh is generated for all the time steps, representing a full rotation of
the rotor, the grids are assembled into a three-dimensional mesh for the

Geometrical inputs
Boundary distribution inputs
Meshing inputs

Generation and discretisation of
rotor profile

Mapping of “O” grid inner and
outer boundaries

Discretisation of mapping line
for interior node distribution

Write vertex, cell connectivity
and domain boundary data

UDF read node coordinates and
update grid at each time step
Fig 4. Analytical grid generation workflow for the rotor fluid domain.
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first position in the solver. The analytical grid generation procedure
yields a grid database consisting of node coordinates for all time steps.
For the ANSYS FLUENT solver, to interface this unstructured cell centred
solver with customized grids, a UDF is required to read node coordinates
stored in the database and then update the mesh at every time step. The
UDF previously developed by the authors in Ref. [43] is employed here.
Finally, the rotor domain is connected to the port domain by nonconformal interfaces.
The computational domain consists of five grid blocks: one for the
core rotating part and four for the fixed ports. The core part mesh is
produced by the proposed analytical grid generation methodology,
while the port fluid domain is discretized by the ICEM CFD tool. Fig. 5
displays the computational mesh of the RVERD. The inflation layers are
neglected in this paper to decrease the total cell count of the mesh and
consequently reduce the calculating time. Another reason for neglecting
the inflation layers is that the blade side walls are parallel surfaces that
form a convex connection with the blade tips, and this convexity is a
challenge for generating the rotor grid because the aspect ratio between
the core and the gap changes by many orders of magnitude, which may
lead to solver instability. Also, the main flow region rather than the
boundary layer region is our interest [34].

4.2. Cavitation model
The condensation and vaporization process of cavitation within the
RVERD are governed by the vapour transport equation, which can be
expressed as:

∂(ρv αv ) ∂(ρv αv ui )
= ṁ+ − ṁ−
+
∂t
∂ui

where ṁ+ and ṁ− are the mass transfer source and sink terms respec
tively.
The Zwart-Gerber-Belamri model [45] derived from the RayleighPlesset equation is employed to calculate the interphase mass transfer.
Without considering the surface tension and the second order terms, the
Rayleigh-Plesset equation can be simplified as:
( )2
3 dRb
psat − ploc
=
(8)
2 dt
ρl
where Rb is bubble radius, psat is vapour saturation pressure, ploc is local
static pressure.
The vapour volume fraction αv can be written as:
(
)
4 3
αv = N ×
π Rb
(9)
3

4. Governing equations for flow in deforming meshes with
cavitation induced mass transfer

where N is bubble number per unit volume. Hence, the interphase mass
transfer rate ṁ is expressed as:

4.1. Conservation of mass and momentum
With the assumption of a homogeneous multiphase flow, the liquid
and vapour share the same velocity field. Neglecting the body forces and
heat transfer of the fluid, the unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
equations can be written as:

∂ρm ∂(ρm uj )
=0
+
∂t
∂xj

ṁ =

(

∂(ρm ui ) ∂(ρm ui uj )
∂p ∂
∂ui ∂uj 2 ∂uk
= −
+
+
−
δ
+
(μm + μt )
∂t
∂xj
∂xi ∂xj
∂xj ∂xi 3 ∂xk ij

3αv ρv dRb
Rb dt

)]
(2)

3αv ρv
ṁ− = Fcon
Rb

where

ρm = ρl α l + ρv α v

(3)

μm = μl μl + μv μv

(4)

(5)

Bu = Bu0 + E(pl − pl0 )

(6)

√̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
2 ploc − psat
, ploc > psat
3
ρl

(12)

where the bubble radius Rb is equal to 10− 6 m; αnuc is nucleation site
volume fraction which is 5 × 10− 4; Fvap is vaporization coefficient which
is 1; Fcon is condensation coefficient which is 10− 4. A significantly low
condensation coefficient has been specified to stabilise the flow solver as
this parameter acts as a relaxation factor without losing accuracy in the
cavitation zone.

where ρm, ρl, and ρv are mixture, liquid and vapour densities respec
tively, t is time, ui and uj are velocities in i and j directions respectively, xi
and xj are coordinates in i and j directions respectively, p is pressure, μm
is mixture laminar viscosity, μt is turbulent viscosity, δij is Kronecker
delta function, μl and μv are liquid and vapour dynamic viscosities
respectively.
Considering that the compressibility of the liquid is very small, the
Tait equation of state is used to develop a nonlinear relationship be
tween pressure and density under isothermal conditions [44]. The
treatment of compressible liquid helps to reduce artificial pressure
spikes in such dynamic and moving mesh applications. The simplified
Tait equation can be expressed as:
(ρl /ρl0 )E = Bu/Bu0

(10)

Considering that the nucleation site density decreases with the
vapour volume fraction in the vaporisation process, the mass transfer
terms can be further generalized as:
√̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
3αnuc (1 − αv )ρv 2 psat − ploc
ṁ+ = Fvap
, ploc < psat
(11)
3
Rb
ρl

(1)
[

(7)

5. Assumptions and limitations
As with any other mathematical model of a physical system, the
proposed CFD model of the RVERD also involves assumptions. With
regard to the geometry of the rotary vane machine, the clearances
specified for the generation of the grids are exactly maintained at
running conditions. In turn, a constant width of fluid layer between the
blade tip and the stator is assumed during the whole vane revolution.
This is a trade-off between the ideal geometrical tangency and real
operating conditions, where the blade tip slides along a fluid layer that
prevents a dry contact with the stator. The actual blade tip clearance gap
depends on the operating conditions of the application, i.e. rotational
speed and pressure ratio, as well as on the design parameters of the vane
machine, namely blade tip profile, radial/tilted blade arrangement,
blade material/lightening. Previous studies [24,28] have shown that the
blade tip clearance gap experiences an angular variation and its
magnitude is the result of a complex tribological problem that, in this
study, would have required the use of fluid–structure simulation ap
proaches including elastohydrodynamics. However, the aim of this

where ρl0 is the liquid density at the reference state which is 997.00 kg/
m3, Bu is Bulk modulus, Bu0 is the Bulk modulus at the reference state
which is 2.2 × 109 Pa, E is density exponent which is 7.15, pl is liquid
pressure, pl0 is the reference liquid pressure which is 101325 Pa, ρl /ρl0 is
liquid density ratio which is limited to the range between 0.9 and 1.1
[44].
5
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research was to assess the thermofluid operation of the machine rather
than its structural integrity.
For the same reason, the erosion effects due to cavitation have also
not been taken into account, thus also the blade material. The simulation
challenges that such studies would involve have led previous researchers
to investigate the effect on the materials due to sliding surfaces in pos
itive displacement machines only through experimental methodologies.
These studies were able to assess the effects of viscosity of the working
fluid in a rotary compressor [46], investigate the effects of hard coatings
on the tribological characteristics in a rotary compressor [47], identify
the best stator material of a vane pump in terms of wear and friction
[48], reveal the influences of the blade materials and commercial lu
bricants on a vane compressor [49], study the wear and power dissi
pation of a vane expander [50].
Another key assumption of this study was to replace seawater and
brine with pure water in terms of transport properties, saturation pres
sure, and applicability of the nucleation model used by the RayleighPlesset equation and cavitation rate governing equations. This simpli
fication allowed authors to discard the mixing between the two fluids
and the resulting complexity of calculating the local saturation pressure
of the mixture. In a SWRO system, the brine concentration primarily
depends on the membrane performance, plant configuration, product
ratio, seawater salinity. Typical concentrations of seawater and brine are
3.5% and 6.5% respectively. In the 70 desalination plants surveyed in
[12], seawater concentration ranges from 3.16% to 4.70%. Among
them, in the Middle East, the concentration is between 3.71% and
4.70%; while outside the Middle East, the value ranges from 3.16% to
4.18%. The comparison of the main thrmophisical properties of water,
seawater and brine is presented in Table A.1, from which it can be
concluded that density, viscosity and vapour saturation pressure do not
change significantly with the concentration from 0% to 6.5%. Since the
vapour saturation pressure of water is slightly higher than that of
seawater and brine, the actual cavitation vapour volume fraction might
be slightly lower than the obtained results. Hence, while the findings of
this research are more applicable to low-salinity areas, for high-salinity
applications a bit of correction may be needed in the cavitation models
to account for heterogenous nucleation that will initiate at salt mole
cules and other impurities.
The employed turbulence model, cavitation model and geometrical
discretisation numerical schemes represent the full conservation of
mass, momentum, energy, and species governed by equations presented
in Section 4. Higher order turbulence models could better capture the
transient flow structures in the machine.
All boundary conditions and rotational speed are constant, i.e. the
fluctuations of speed, pressure and temperature imposed by the rest of
the SWRO plant do not affect the operation of the RVERD. This is due to
the lack of experimental boundary conditions and, for small fluctua
tions, this assumption is not expected to distort the results presented in
Sections 7-9.
Despite these simplifications, the proposed methodology provides
the exceptional capability to investigate details of the flow and cavita
tion mechanism that is practically very difficult to evaluate in actual
apparatus. Thus, the proposed work is an advancement of technology
that could be utilised during early design cycles followed by actual
machine tests.

Fig. 6. Variation of pressure field with rotational angle.

Leakage flows are sensitive to the grid resolution of the gaps and due
to the dynamic nature of the RVERD’s computational domain, a limited
resolution could be achieved in the gaps. Within this context, a grid
independence study has been reported for the reliability of the results.
Simulation results with three different rotor mesh sizes are presented in
appendix Table A.3. The difference of the mass flow rate at the HP outlet
between the medium mesh and the fine mesh sizes was less than 0.5%,
while the corresponding difference of the cavitation rate as the volumeaverage vapour volume fraction in the core part was close to 0.4%.
Therefore, considering simulation accuracy and computational time, a
rotor mesh of around 170,000 cells was adopted for all CFD calculations.
The cell count for all the port domains was equal to 57,760. All CFD
simulations ran on a PC with i7-6700 CPU at 3.40 GHz. Four cores of the
CPU were employed while the RAM usage was 6.6 GB. The parallel
simulations that were solved in double precision required around 36 h to
complete three full revolutions of the RVERD.
7. Flow analysis and discussion of the results
7.1. Overall flow structure
The four-blade configuration of RVERD results in a 90◦ spacing for
each cycle. Fig. 6 displays the pressure contours at mid-length over a full
cycle. The core part presents a large pressure gradient, while the pres
sure in the four ports is uniform. On the left (corresponding to depres
surization process), at 30◦ , the fluid enters the cell, hits the blade’s
trailing edge, and then is reflected by the blade’s side wall, leading to
local pressure pulsation in the blade’s trailing edge region. This matches
with the findings from the authors’ earlier work reported in Ref. [40].
The suction process is completed and the discharge process begins at
45◦ . After 45◦ , the pressure in the cell decreases rapidly due to its
connection with the LP outlet port. On the other hand, on the right
(corresponding to pressurization process), the cell completes the suction
process at 45◦ with compression taking place between 45◦ and 48◦ , and

6. Simulation setup
The CFD simulations on the RVERD were performed in ANSYS
FLUENT software. The detailed settings are shown in appendix
Table A.2. The full revolution cycle is defined by 360 grid positions,
leading to an angular step of 1◦ per time step. Therefore, at a rotational
speed (n) of 1000 RPM, the time step size of the transient solver is
calculated as 1.667 × 10− 4 s. Three full rotor revolutions were consid
ered in the present analysis, leading to a periodic flow solution in 1080
time steps.
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Fig. 8. Flow velocity magnitude in the blade tip region at different
angular positions.

Fig. 7. Flow velocity streamlines with superimposed velocity contours at
different rotational angles.

performance of the RVERD. It not only decreases the mass flow rate, but
also leads to blade tip cavitation, both of which contribute to lower
volumetric efficiency. Fig. 8 shows the flow velocity at the blade tip at
different angular positions. The flow velocity at the blade tip is mainly
influenced by the pressure difference between the two adjacent cells on
both sides of the blade as well as the rotation of the blade tip wall. The
blade tip clearance at mid-length disappears at 30◦ , 150◦ , 240◦ and 330◦
as the blade goes through the port, leading to the low value of the flow
velocity at the blade tip. At 180◦ and 360◦ , the flow velocity at the blade
tip is small due to the small pressure difference between the two adja
cent cells. The pressure difference is close to 0 MPa at 180◦ and 0.3 MPa
at 360◦ , respectively. Due to the unique features of this kind of rotary
vane machine, the pressure difference and blade tip wall rotation have
synergistic effects on the flow velocity at the blade tip in the depres
surization process (from 0◦ to 180◦ ) and opposite effects on the flow
velocity at the blade tip in the pressurization process (from 180◦ to
360◦ ). Therefore, the flow velocities at the blade tip at 60◦ , 90◦ , 120◦ are
larger than those at 240◦ , 270◦ , 300◦ respectively.
The high velocity in the blade tip clearance, as well as the fluid filling
process at blade trailing edge, leads to the formation of local LP region,
which triggers cavitation. The vapour volume fraction in the blade tip
clearance region is shown in Fig. 9. The small values of the flow ve
locities at the blade tip at 30◦ , 150◦ , 180◦ , 240◦ , 360◦ and 330◦ do not
result in any cavitation at the blade tips. The vapour volume fractions at
the pressurization process (at 240◦ , 270◦ , and 300◦ ) are higher than

starts the discharge process at 48◦ . From 60◦ to 75◦ , the rotating blade
with high rotational speeds leads to a local LP region in the blade’s
trailing edge section.
Fig. 7 displays the velocity contours with superimposed streamlines.
The inlet ports (HP inlet port and LP inlet port) present uniform flow
fields, while the streamlines at the outlet ports (LP outlet port and HP
outlet port) reveal unsteady flow features. Vortex structures form and
develop at the outlet ports due to the sudden change of the flow crosssectional area. The vortices are very strong at 15◦ , 30◦ and 45◦ , corre
sponding to the cell discharge process. While in the cell suction process,
the vortex weakens, as shown at 60◦ , 75◦ and 90◦ . At both inlet ports,
there exists a “dead zone” in each port tip region near the interface
between the core and the port. However, this “dead zone” is needed to
avoid cavitation of the blade trailing edge region as the blade travels
through this region. The area of the flow channel becomes narrow near
the port opening angle, leading to locally high velocity field especially at
the rotational angle of 15◦ , 75◦ and 90◦ , as displayed in the red colour
regions. This is because the instantaneous mass flow rate reaches its
peak value at about 90◦ .
7.2. Blade tip clearance flow
The blade tip clearance has significant impacts on the operational
7
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sudden decrease due to the geometrical simplification of the blade side
walls; finally, the rotor torque decreases sharply from 40◦ to 45◦ due to
the decrease of the mass flow rate. The compression of the fluid on the
seawater side from 45◦ to 48◦ would also require a larger torque, leading
to a significant increase. After 48◦ , the cell experiences the discharge
process, resulting in the fact that the torque decreases quickly to a
negative value. Some fluctuations can also be noticed due to the blade
side wall geometrical simplification and mass flow rate fluctuation.
Fig. 10(c) displays the pressure variation of the cell with the angle of
rotation. It can be seen that the cell pressure increases or decreases
sharply at the point where the cell reaches the ports. Specifically, the
value of the cell pressure is almost equal to the value of the HP inlet
pressure of 6 MPa from 0◦ to 45◦ , the LP outlet pressure of 0.3 MPa from
45◦ to 180◦ , the LP inlet pressure of 0.3 MPa from 180◦ to 225◦ , the HP
outlet pressure of 5.7 MPa from 228◦ to 360◦ . The cell pressure decreases
sharply from 6 MPa to 0.3 MPa after the point where the cell reaches the
LP outlet port at 45◦ . From 225◦ to 228◦ , the cell pressure increases
dramatically from 0.3 MPa to slightly higher than 7 MPa due to the
delaying discharge arrangement at the HP outlet port, and then falls
back to the HP outlet pressure of 5.7 MPa.
The energy recovery efficiency η is an important parameter of the
RVERD. It is defined as the product of the hydraulic efficiency and the
volumetric efficiency [10,17]:
η = ηh ηv (13)
where ηh is hydraulic efficiency, ηv is volumetric efficiency. The hy
draulic efficiency of the RVERD is defined as the ratio of the pressure
gain of the seawater stream to the pressure loss of the brine stream
[10,17]:
p out − plp− in
ηh = php−
(14)
hp− in − plp− out

where php-in, php-out, plp-in and plp-out are the pressure values at the HP
brine inlet, HP seawater outlet, LP seawater inlet and LP brine outlet,
respectively. Referring to Fig. 10(c), the four pressure values are
respectively equal to 6.0, 5.7, 0.3 and 0.3 MPa, indicating that the hy
draulic efficiency evaluates to 95.0%. Furthermore, the hydraulic effi
ciency almost does not change within the considered range of other
parameters. Since the hydraulic efficiency can be considered as a con
stant value for the considered parameters, this work just focuses on the
volumetric efficiency. It is defined as the ratio of the mass flow rate at
the HP seawater outlet to that at the HP brine inlet [10,17]:

Fig. 9. Contours of vapour volume fraction in the blade tip region at different
angular positions.

those at the depressurization process (at 60◦ , 90◦ , and 120◦ ) due to the
fluid filling at the blade trailing edge. Although the size of the blade tip
clearance is fixed at a value of 50 µm, the shape of the blade tip clearance
changes at every rotational angle. A larger area of the outlet of the blade
tip clearance contributes to a higher cavitation rate [38]. Therefore, the
vapour volume fraction at 60◦ and 90◦ is higher than that at 120◦ , and
the vapour volume fraction at 270◦ and 300◦ is higher than that at 240◦ .

ηv =

Qhp− out
Qhp− in (15)

where Qhp-in and Qhp-out are the mass flow rate at the HP inlet port and
the HP outlet port, respectively.
In the reference case, i.e. without considering the axial end face
leakage, the RVERD achieves the volumetric efficiency of 90.3%. The
impact of axial leakages is individually presented in Section 9.1. Fig. 10
(d) shows the cavitation rate in the core part of the reference case. The
cavitation rate reaches its peak at the rotational angle of approximately
0◦ , which is because the cavitation mainly occurs in the blade tip region,
and the blade tip cavitation is very strong at about 0◦ , as shown in Fig. 9.
When the cell starts connecting to the HP outlet port at 48◦ , a large
pressure difference between the cell and HP outlet port results in high
velocity, which leads to strong cavitation in the radial narrow crosssection in the core part. This results in a slight increase of the cavita
tion rate from 48◦ , as shown in Fig. 10(d).

7.3. RVERD performance
Fig. 10 shows the angular evolution process of the mass flow rate, the
rotor torque, the average cell pressure and the core part cavitation rate
of the RVERD. With reference to Fig. 10(a), the mass flow rates at the HP
brine inlet port and the LP brine outlet port are higher than those at the
LP seawater inlet and the HP seawater outlet port due to the internal
leakages from HP cells to LP cells. For the LP brine outlet flow rate, when
the cell starts discharging at 45◦ , a high pressure difference between the
cell and the LP outlet port leads to a sudden pulsation of flow rate. This
sudden pulsation can also be seen at the HP seawater outlet flow rate as
the cell starts discharging at about 48◦ .
As mentioned above, the unique operational characteristics of the
RVERD lead to more balanced rotor torques. The evolution process of
the rotor torque is shown in Fig. 10(b). The torque contains positive and
negative values due to the differences between the pressurization and
depressurization processes. As the cell experiences the suction process
from 0◦ to 45◦ , the rotor torque increases from 0◦ to 20◦ ; then, the rotor
torque remains almost constant between 20◦ and 40◦ except for a small

8. Port optimisation
Ports are crucial components of the RVERD and need to be optimally
designed. The port to stator length ratio is considered as the first
parameter for optimisation since it affects cavitation and the volumetric
efficiency. The delayed discharge angle at the HP outlet port is proposed
as the second parameter to further optimize the machine.
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Fig. 10. Angular evolution of (a) mass flow rate at the four ports, (b) rotor torque, (c) average cell pressure, (d) cavitation rate in the core part.

8.1. Port to stator length ratio

appropriate for the further design and optimisation of the machine.

Three simulation cases with different ratios (50%, 60% and 70%)
have been carried out to identify the effects on the device performance.
Fig. 11 shows the influences of the ratio on the mass flow rates at the HP
outlet, the rotor torque, cavitation and the volumetric efficiency. As
displayed in Fig. 11(a), the mass flow rate at the HP outlet port is
affected by the port to stator length ratio only at the beginning of the cell
discharge process (between 45◦ and 60◦ ). For the 50% ratio case, strong
backflow is evident when the cell volume begins discharging fluid. The
backflow phenomenon disappears as the ratio increases to 60% and
beyond. The variation of the rotor torque is shown in Fig. 11(b). The
trends are similar for the three simulation cases apart from the 50% ratio
case between 45◦ and 60◦ angle where the strong backflow causes a
sharp increase in torque requirement. The port to stator length ratio also
has important influences on cavitation and the volumetric efficiency of
the RVERD, as shown in Fig. 11(c). As the ratio increases from 50% to
60%, the cavitation rate in the core part decreases from 20.6 × 10− 3 to
4.0 × 10− 3, while the corresponding volumetric efficiency increases
from 85.7% to 90.1%. With a further increase in the ratio from 60% to
70%, the cavitation rate in the core part decreases to approximately one
fourth (from 4.0 × 10− 3 to 1.1 × 10− 3), while the volumetric efficiency
remains almost constant at around 90.0%.
Comprehensively considering the mass flow rates at the HP outlet
port, the rotor torque, cavitation and the volumetric efficiency, it could
be concluded that the higher the port to stator length ratio is, the better
the performance of the RVERD is. However, the blade needs to me
chanically contact the stator inner surface at all the time, so the ratio
cannot be set at 100%. As the performance is predicted to remain almost
constant at the ratios of 70% and above, the choice of 70% ratio is

8.2. Delayed discharge angle at the HP outlet port
The delayed discharge angle γ at the HP outlet port is shown in Fig. 2.
According to the geometrical design, the HP outlet port opening angle
would be 315◦ . However, for this angle cavitation is predicted to take
place in the operation process. Hence, a delayed discharge angle at the
HP outlet port is proposed to weaken cavitation.
Fig. 12 shows the influences of the delayed discharge angle on
cavitation, the volumetric efficiency and the cell pressure trace. As
shown in Fig. 12(a), the cavitation rate in the core decreases as the
delayed angle increases from 0◦ to 3◦ and then increases as the delayed
angle increases from 3◦ to 6◦ , while the volumetric efficiency almost
remains unchanged at around 90.0%. Considering both cavitation and
the volumetric efficiency, a 3◦ delayed discharge angle is best for the
application. Since the compressibility of water (liquid) is small, it is also
important to consider the effect of the delayed discharge angle on the
cell pressure. Fig. 12(b) displays the cell pressure trace for the different
delayed discharge angles. It can be seen that the cell pressure is affected
by the delayed discharge angle only in the pressurization process. The
peak value of the cell pressure almost remains unchanged as the delayed
discharge angle increases from 0◦ to 3◦ , and then continuously increases
with the delayed angle from 3◦ to 6◦ , reaching a value higher than 8 MPa
at 6◦ due to the over-compression of the liquid. From the results, a
suitable delayed discharge angle to prevent over-compression is 3◦ .
9. Sensitivity analysis
Since the desalination application constraints most of the operational
9
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Fig. 12. Influences of delayed discharge angle on: (a) cavitation rate and
volumetric efficiency, (b) cell pressure.
Table 3
Ranges for independent variables of sensitivity analysis.
Variables

Min

Rotational speed (RPM)
Blade thickness (mm)
Blade tip radius (mm)
Blade tip clearance (µm)
Blade eccentric angle (◦ )
Blade tip eccentric angle (◦ )

500
5.0
10.0
30
–10
–10

Ref
750
7.5
12.5
40
–5
–5

1000
10.0
15.0
50
0
0

Max
1250
12.5
17.5
60
5
5

1500
15.0
20.0
70
10
10

Fig. 13 displays the effects of the independent variables on the
cavitation rate in the core part and the volumetric efficiency of the
RVERD. The results of the study are reported with respect to the refer
ence column in Table 3. Among the six parameters, the rotational speed
(reported in the black line) significantly influences cavitation and the
volumetric efficiency. As mentioned above, the rotation of the blade tip
wall and the pressure difference between the two adjacent cells have
synergistic effects on the flow velocity at the blade tip between 0◦ to
180◦ ; while the effects are opposite between 180◦ to 360◦ . At the rota
tional speed of 750 RPM, the pressure difference between two adjacent
cells would offset part of the effect of the rotation of the blade tip wall,
leading to a decrease of the cavitation rate from 500 to 750 RPM, as
shown in Fig 13(a). As the rotational speed increases from 750 to 1500
RPM, the rotation of the blade tip wall dominates the main effects on
cavitation, resulting in a sharp rise of the cavitation rate. The volumetric
efficiency shown in Fig. 13(b) increases as the rotational speed increases
from 500 to 1000 RPM, reaching its peak value of 90.3% at 1000 RPM,

Fig. 11. Effects of the port to stator length ratio on: (a) mass flow rate at the HP
outlet port, (b) rotor torque, (c) volumetric efficiency and cavitation rate.

parameters for the RVERD in terms of pressures and temperatures, to
weaken cavitation and, in turn, improve the volumetric performance of
the machine, the variables available for optimisation are the rotational
speed and the machine blade geometry. As such, a sensitivity analysis is
carried out with reference to the cavitation rate and the volumetric ef
ficiency as dependent variables. The six independent variables are
rotational speed, blade thickness, blade tip radius, blade tip clearance,
blade eccentric angle and blade tip eccentric angle. All the other
geometrical and operational parameters refer to Tables 1 and 2. The
sensitivity study requires six batches of five simulation cases, listed in
Table 3.
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(a) 56.8

Table 4
Summary of the port optimisation and the sensitivity analysis.

Blade thickness
Blade tip clearance
Blade tip eccentric angle

Rotational speed
Blade tip radius
Blade eccentric angle

Cavitation rate (×10-3)

56.6
25.0
1.7
1.5
1.3
1.1

0.7
Min

Ref

Max

Ref

Max

Case

(b) 94.5
Volumetric efficiency (%)

94.0
92.0
91.0
90.5
90.0
89.5
88.0
87.0
86.0
81.5
74.5

Min

Case

Baseline

Optimal

Stator to port length ratio
Delayed discharge angle (◦ )
Rotational speed (RPM)
Blade thickness (mm)
Blade tip radius (mm)
Blade tip clearance (µm)
Blade eccentric angle (◦ )
Blade tip eccentric angle (◦ )
Cavitation rate (×10− 3)
Volumetric efficiency (%)

50%
0
1000
10.0
15.0
50
0
0
20.6
85.7

70%
3
1000
7.5
17.5
50
5
5
0.6
91.6

smaller size of the inlet and outlet of the blade tip leakage channel and,
consequently, in a smaller blade tip cavitation area. This is in agreement
with the findings of a vane oil pump reported in Ref. [37]. Therefore, the
cavitation rate shows a downward trend with the increasing blade tip
radius (Fig. 13(a)). Fig. 13(b) displays the influence of the blade tip
radius on the volumetric efficiency. The volumetric efficiency increases
slightly from 90.0% to 90.7% as the blade tip radius increases from 10.0
to 17.5 mm, and then slightly falls back to 90.6% at the blade tip radius
of 20.0 mm. The volumetric efficiency does not continuously decrease
with the increasing blade tip radius, because the larger blade tip radius
also decreases the mass flow rate at both the HP inlet port and the HP
outlet port. Considering both cavitation and the volumetric efficiency
into account, the optimal blade tip radius of the RVERD is 17.5 mm.
The blade tip clearance (the golden line) ranging from 30 µm to 70
µm in the present study. The influence of the blade tip clearance on the
cavitation rate in the core part is shown in Fig. 13(a). It can be seen that
the cavitation rate continuously increases with the blade tip clearance
gap due to the corresponding larger blade tip cavitation area. The blade
tip clearance also has vital effects on the volumetric efficiency due to the
blade tip cavitation and leakage. The volumetric efficiency shown in
Fig. 13(b) decreases dramatically from 94.3% to 86.4% as the blade tip
clearance gap increases from 30 to 70 µm, which indicates that the
availability of the RVERD as an efficient ERD is highly dependent on the
blade tip clearance size. It would be meaningful if the blade tip clearance
could be controlled to be a smaller value by advanced technical
approaches.
The blade eccentric angle (the blue line) and the blade tip eccentric
angle (the purple line) both affect the shape of the blade tip clearance
gap. The larger eccentric angles increase the inlet area of the blade tip
gap and decrease the outlet area of the blade tip gap in the depressur
ization process, while in the pressurization process the larger eccentric
angles decrease the inlet area of the blade tip gap and increase the outlet
area of the blade tip gap. As a consequence, the cavitation rate decreases
with both the blade eccentric angle and the blade tip eccentric angle, as
displayed in Fig. 13(a). It reaches its bottom at the blade eccentric angle
of 5◦ and the blade tip eccentric angle of 5◦ , respectively. While in
Fig. 13(b), the volumetric efficiency fluctuates slightly both with the
increasing blade eccentric angle and the increasing blade tip eccentric
angle. From the results, 5◦ blade eccentric angle and 5◦ blade tip
eccentric angle are recommended for the RVERD.
Table 4 summarises the outcomes of the port optimisation and the
sensitivity study, indicating that the port optimisation and the sensi
tivity analysis contribute to better performance of the RVERD. Specif
ically, the cavitation rate decreases significantly from 20.6 × 10− 3 to
0.6 × 10− 3, while the corresponding volumetric efficiency increases
obviously from 85.7% to 91.6%. As the energy recovery efficiency of the
RVERD is proportional to its volumetric efficiency [10,17], the impli
cation of the current research work contributes to improving the energy
recovery efficiency by 6.9%. Considering the SWRO desalination system
coupled with RVERDs, the system energy consumption can be reduced
by around 6.9%. Moreover, the cavitation rate of the core decreases by
97.1% through the port optimisation and the sensitivity investigation,

0.9

0.5

Design parameters

Fig. 13. Sensitivity analysis: (a) cavitation rate in the core part, (b) volu
metric efficiency.

and then decreases sharply to 74.5% at 1500 RPM. The aforementioned
trends imply that the RVERD works closer to single-phase flow condi
tions at low rotational speeds while it operates closer to two-phase flow
conditions at high rotational speeds. From the results, there exists an
optimal rotational speed in terms of volumetric efficiency, and its
optimal value is equal to 1000 RPM in this study. The corresponding
cavitation rate is also small and could be acceptable.
As for the blade thickness shown in the red line, the cavitation rate in
the core part increases with the blade thickness, as shown in Fig. 13(a).
This is because larger blade thickness leads to a longer leakage path in
the blade tip region, which, in turn, provides a larger cavitation area. On
the other hand, the volumetric efficiency does not continuously decline
with the increasing blade thickness, as displayed in Fig. 13(b). This is
because larger blade thickness decreases the mass flow rate at the HP
inlet port and the HP outlet port at the same time. Due to the effects of
the blade thickness on both the blade tip cavitation and the mass flow
rate, the volumetric efficiency reaches its peak around 91.0% at the
blade thickness of 7.5 mm. Taking both cavitation and the volumetric
efficiency into account, 7.5 mm blade thickness is best for the RVERD.
The sensitivity analysis of the blade tip radius on cavitation and the
volumetric efficiency is reported with the green line. Although the blade
tip clearance gap size remains constant, the blade tip radius influences
the shape of the blade tip clearance. A larger blade tip radius results in a
11
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and the volumetric efficiency of the RVERD. As displayed in Fig. 15, the
cavitation rate in the core part increases from 0.9 × 10− 3 to 1.7 × 10− 3
as the axial clearance increases from 0 to 110 µm, while the corre
sponding volumetric efficiency decreases from 90.4% to 84.5%. There
fore, the axial clearance needs to be designed with a lower limiting
value. Since, it is also necessary to ensure that the rotating rotor and
blades do not collide with the end face wall due to the vibration.
10. Conclusions
This study presented a novel numerical methodology for Computa
tional Fluid Dynamics (CFD) investigations applied to a Rotary Vane
Energy Recovery Device (RVERD) for Seawater Reverse Osmosis Sys
tems (SWRO) applications. The grid generation method has the advan
tage of being applicable to a broad range of rotary vane machine
geometries, such as single-acting and double-acting devices with
eccentric blades and non-circular housing. The simulation results pro
vided insights on the RVERD operation. Port optimisation and sensitivity
analysis on design parameters further improved the performance of the
vane machine in terms of cavitation reduction and the volumetric effi
ciency increase. The flow topology of the RVERD is characterised by
uniform flow fields at the inlet ports, while the discharge process of the
cell leads to very strong vortices at the outlet ports. Cavitation mainly
occurs in the blade tip clearance region due to the high local wall ve
locity leading to drop in local pressure and the high pressure differences
between the two adjacent cells that each blade separates. Higher port to
stator length ratios are beneficial to eliminate the backflow and conse
quently decrease the power consumption by smoothing the torque
peaks. Optimising the discharge angle for the high-pressure outlet port
helps to decrease the cavitation rate and increases the volumetric effi
ciency of the machine. The port to stator length ratio of 70% and the
delayed discharge angle at the high-pressure outlet port of 3◦ are sug
gested for the RVERD geometry investigated. The rotational speed and
the blade tip clearance are the two most influencing factors affecting
cavitation and the volumetric efficiency of the RVERD. Optimised values
for rotational speed, blade thickness, blade tip radius, blade eccentric
angle and blade tip eccentric angle are 1000 RPM, 7.5 mm, 17.5 mm, 5◦
and 5◦ , respectively. This optimisation led to a volumetric efficiency
increase from 85.7% to 91.6%. The axial clearance gap has a significant
effect on cavitation and the volumetric efficiency. In fact, a 70 μm axial
clearance gap contributed to 2.9% of the volumetric losses.

Fig. 14. Cavitation distribution in the axial end face clearance at different
rotational angles.

Fig. 15. Effect of axial end face clearance gap on cavitation rate and volu
metric efficiency.
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In addition to the above rotational speed and blade geometric pa
rameters for sensitivity analysis, the axial end face clearance is also
crucial for the structural design of the RVERD. Fig. 14 shows the vapour
volume fraction distribution in the middle length of the axial end face
clearance at different rotational angles with a clearance gap of 70 µm.
All the other parameters are the baseline ones (Tables 1, 2 and 4). It can
be seen that cavitation tends to occur between the blade end face wall
and the end face plate due to the pressure difference between the two
adjacent cells. The blade length out of the blade slot reaches its peak at
the rotational angle of 90◦ , leading to strong cavitation at 90◦ . While at
45◦ , a low pressure difference between the two adjacent cells results in a
low cavitation rate. Comparing to the reference case without consid
ering the axial clearance leakage, the axial clearance gap of 70 μm
contributes to 2.9% of the volumetric losses.
The size of the axial clearance gap has a vital influence on cavitation

Appendix
(See: Tables A1–A3)
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Table A1
Comparison of the property between water, seawater and brine (25℃).
Substance

Concentration

Density
(kg/m3)

Viscosity
(Pa⋅s)

Water
Seawater
Brine

0.0%
3.5%
6.5%

997
1023
1042

0.89 × 10−
0.98 × 10−
1.02 × 10−

Vapour saturation
pressure (Pa)
3
3
3

3169.9
3134.9
3103.5

Table A2
Detailed settings for analytical grid generation and ANSYS FLUENT solver.
Criteria

Specification

Setting or value

Meshing parameters

Node number in blade tip wall [-]
Node number in blade side wall [-]
Node number in rotor outer wall [-]
Radial divisions [-]
Axial divisions [-]
Angular step [◦ ]
Pressure-based
Water-liquid(primary phase)

19
10
61
9
49
1
–
Density: Compressible-liquid, Tait model
Viscosity: 8.90 × 10− 4 Pa⋅s
Vapour saturation pressure: 3169.9 Pa
Density: 0.023 kg/m3
Viscosity: 9.70 × 10− 6 Pa⋅s
SST k-ω
Volume of Fluid
Zwart-Gerber-Belamri model
Coupled
Least squares cell based
Pressure: PRESTO!; Density: First order upwind; Momentum: First order upwind;
Volume fraction: First order upwind; Turbulent kinetic energy: First order upwind;
Specific dissipation rate: First order upwind
First order implicit
2
0.25
0.1
0.001
1◦
1080
120

Solver type
Physical properties

Water-vapour(secondary phase)
Model selection

Turbulence model
Multiphase model
Cavitation model
Pressure-velocity coupling
Control volume gradients
Spatial discretization

Solution methods

Transient formulation
Flow courant number
Explicit relaxation factors
Under-relaxation factors
Convergence criteria
Angular step size
Number of time steps
Max iterations per time step

Solution controls
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